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Extremum problems for non-negative sine polynomials. 
By 
W . W . R O G O S I N S K I a n d G . S Z E G Ő 
in Newcastle upon Tyne (England) in Stanford (California) 
In various chapters of the theory of Fourier series and elsewhere non-
negative trigonometrical polynomials 
(0.1) 7 ( 5 - ) ^ y O ű + (ű 1 cos^ + ö 1 s in^) + . . . + (o„cosn# + 6„s inn#) 
play an important role. For instance, the non-negative character of the 
arithmetic means of the polynomials 
(0.2) y + c o s # + . . , + cosnd-' 
is the basic fact in F E J É R ' S theory of summability of Fourier series. Similarly, 
certain sine polynomials, non-negative for 0<^d-<LTt (in the range <0, te>), 
are- frequently of importance. As an example we quote G R O N W A L L ' S polynomials 
(0 .3) s in# + y s i n 2 # + . . , + 
In 1 9 1 5 , L . F E J É R and F . R I E S Z [2]1).gave a parametric representation 
of fundamental importance for non-negative trigonometrical polynomials. By 
means of this representation, L. F E J É R ' and others determined in 
(0.4) T(£) y ű 0 ( « + 0 ; 4 + BL< AL cos2 TI + 2 k 
the maxima for such polynomials ' and for their coefficients, when the con-
stant term and the degree n are. prescribed. It should be noted that 
F E J È R ' S problem remains essentially, the same if the subclass of non-negative 
cosine polynomials is considered2). 
The numbers refer to the list .of references at the end of this paper. 
2) Cf. L. FEJfcu [3] where a survey of the relevant literature, can be found.- An 
extension of these results to 'finite' Fourier integrals (which are in a certain sense the 
analogues of trigonometrical polynomials) has been given-more recently by BOAS and KAC [1]. 
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A completely new situation arises if one considers sine polynomials 
(0 .5) . S ( a ) = M n 3 + M i n 2 £ + . . . + A s i n n $ • ( M = 0 ) 
of given degree n which are non-negative in the range <0, ny. It is the class 
of these polynomials we discuss in the present paper. Clearly b ^ O and 
bx = 0 is only possible when 5(5-) vanishes identically. We shall usually 
normalise by assuming that 6 ] = 1 . 
First we determine the maximum of for fixed & in <0, ny, and 
find : 
i ^ i î ï ï ^ {(n + 2) s i n ^ — sin (n + 
(0.6)o S(d) < Max{ ^ (n-|)/2 { ( k + 3 ) s - ] n ( k + ] } d _ ( k + ] ) s i n ( k + m 2 
4 s i n 8 i r :Kk+\){k+3) 
/ cotj» (n^/2 {(k + 2 ) si n (A: + 1 ) » — ( k + 1 ) si n (k + 2) 
(0.6) e S ( ^ M a x 2 « ' + • 
1 t a n T ^ ( " ^ 2 { ( A : - | - 2 ) s i n ( A : + l ) ^ + ( A : + l ) s i n ( ^ + 2)^}2 
V2. s in 2 £ V (A: + 1 ; (A: + 2> 
when n is odd or. even, respectively. In particular, when # = 0, 
¡ t n + l ) ( n + 2>(n + 3 7 2 4 ( n o d d ) 
. l + 2 6 2 + 363 + . . + ^ . ^ j n ( l I + 2 ) ( n + 4)/24- (n even). 
. The determination of the maxima and minima for the coefficients bk 
is rather involved8). We have computed them in the cases b2, b3 and bn_x, bn. 
In other cases, in particular for bi and 65, we discuss relevant methods of 
determination. Our main results a re : 
( 2cos2Ti/(n-(-3) (n odd) 
(0 .7) 1 b : - ] 7 
2cos5-0 .(n even), 
where is the least positive root of 
(0.8) (n + 4) sin (n -f 2) &/2 + (/z + 2) sin (n + 4) 3-/2 — 0. 
Next, • 
(0. 9)e 1—2c0STï/(n' + 3 ) < 6 3 ^ 1 + 2 cos 2in/(«' + 3), 
(0. 9)0 1—2cos S ' 1 ^ 6 s S 1 + 2 c o s 2 ^ / ( n ' + 3), 
according to whether /z' = [ y ( « — l ) ] is even or odd, respectively. Here 
is the least positive root of 
(0.10) . («' + 4) cos.(«' -f 2) •9-/2 + («' + 2) cos (n' + 4) 0-/2 = 0; 
3) The estimate • 
2 I f „,„. . „sinA^ 
0 
is trivial. 
bu\= — \ f s ( £ ) sin 1 n J w sin.# ^kb,-
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Further 
(0 .11) l ^ - i l ^ l , —(n — 2)/(n + 2)<b„_1<\, 
according to n being odd or even, respectively. Finally, in the same two 
cases, 
(0.12) — (a — 1)/(" + 3) <L ¿?„ <; 1, |&J < n/(n + 2). 
The introductory § 1 contains general remarks concerning various 
methods dealing with problems of our kind. In § 2 we determine the maxi-
mum of S(&), in § 3 the extrema for 6„_, and b„, in § 4 for 62, and in § 5 
for the less simple case b3. In § 6 some formal properties of orthogonal 
polynomials are discussed which are useful in dealing with the general bk. 
The last § 7 deals, in particular, with ,Z?4 and bh. 
§ 1. General remarks. 
1. For given degree n and given bx ( = 1) we put 
( t . l ) Bik, n) = Min bk, B(k, n)=Maxbk. 
Now, if the sine polynomial S (# ) is positive in <0,7i>, then so is 
5 ( 7 1 - # ) = = . £ ( — í y - ^ s i n A r t f . Hence 
(1.2) B(k,n) = — B (k, n) (A: even). 
Also 
(1 .3) S*(#) = y { S ( £ ) + S(7r—&)} = ö 1 s i n £ + 6 3 s i n 3 £ + -.. . 
is non-negative. If n is even, then S* is of degree at most n — 1. It follows that 
(1 .4) B(k, h) = B (k, n — 1), B(k, n) = B(k,n — 1) (A: odd, n even). 
2 Let 0 A n y non-negative sine polynomial can be written in 
the form 
n 
(1.5) 5(5-) = s i n 5 - ^ , 6 i.sin/c5'/sin5' = sinÖ' P ( c o s £ ) 
where 
(1 .6) P(coső-) = y ű 0 + ö i c o s ^ + . . . + ű„_1cos(n—1)5-
is a non-negative cosine polynomial of degree, n — 1 ; the converse is also 
true. Here 
(1.7) 2bk = ak_1—ak+1 
where a„ = a„+1 = 0. Now, according to L. FEJÉR and F. RIESZ , any non-
negative trigonometrical polynomial P (cos#) admits of the parametric repre-
sentation 
(1.8) P C c o s ^ . H c o + c ^ - f . . .+c„_1e i("- i)№ |2, 
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where the cv are (arbitrary) real constants. Hence, by (1.7), bk = 0k(co,-c1,...,cn.1) 
is a certain quadratic form of the cv. In particular, 
(1.9) bt = = y (a0—c2) = cl + cl -1-... + cLi—(c0c2+ ctcs +.... + cn_zc^) 
is 'positive definite. 
There are then, theoretically, two possibilities of computing B(k,n) 
and B (k, n): 
(i) We can either form the characteristic equation 
(1.10) | — A | = 0 
and obtain our quantities as the least and greatest roots of this' equation. 
(ii) Alternatively, we may form the system of linear equations in the cv 
corresponding to (1. 10) and solve this system. This method works satis-
factorily in the cases bn_^ and b„. 
In general, however, the method based on (1.10) is not easily adaptable, 
for obtaining explicit results, in particular when n is large. 
3. We prefer to base our actual discussion on the following theorem 
of LUKACS [4,-pp. 4 — 5 ] 4 ) : 
Any polynomial P(x) of degree P= N, which is non-negative in <—1, 1>, 
can be represented in the form 
< l . l l ) e P (x ) = ,42(x) + ( l - x 2 ) £ 2 ( x ) ; . f i ^ ^ p L , 
<1.11)0 P(x) = ( l - x ) C 2 ( x ) + ( l + x ) D 2 ( x ) ; C S ^ 1 , D ^ ^ L , 
according to N being even or odd. 
Now, by (1.5), if we put x = cos#, 
(1.12) S(») = sin.&P(x) = (l—x2yi*P(x), 0 
where P(x) is a non-negative polynomial of degree N = n— 1 in <—1, 1>. 
It is clear that, when N is even, say, we can restrict P to range over poly-
nomials of the type A2 or (1— x2)B2. Max S(#) is then the greater (not 
smaller) maximum obtained in the two cases. A similar remark applies to 
B(k,n) and B(k,n), and to the case when N is odd. 
4. We have 
(1 .13) P(x) = ± bk s i n ^ / s i n £ = ± bk Uk^x). • 
• i i 
Here 
(1.14) Uk(x) = Uk(cos&) = sin(k+ l ) ^ / s i n d = 2 i x l + yi ix i-2 + . ,. 
is the familiar Tchebychev polynomial of the second kind. The polynomials 
4) This theorem can also be derived from the results of FEJER and RIESZ. 
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y ^ - i / t form an orthonormal system with the weight function (1 —x2)I/a over 
the range < — I , 1>. It follows .that 
• 1 
(1.15) • \xkUk(x){\—x2)^dx = n2^k+'). 
Also 
• 1 
(1.16) = jp(x)Ut_1(x)(\-xi^dx. 
We shall also require orthogonal polynomials over <—1, 1> corresponding 
to the weight functions u>(x) = (1 — x2)^ and iv(x) = (l — x) (1 — x2)1'*. The 
former are5) 
.(1.17) 
so that, by (1. 15), . 
O/t+2 
— JC*4-
/f + 3 ' 
i i 
(1. 18) J y « ( x ) (1 dx= - - ^ f * - ) +...) (1 -x2Y"dx 
2 n 
(A:+l)(A:-f-3)-
Similarly, when tv(;t) = (l — x) (1 — x9-)'1', we have the orthogonal polynomials 
with 
(1.20) U42(x)(l — x ) ( l — x2)'i'dx = nXk+\)(k + 2). 
5. Our problem is of the general type of determining the extrema of 
•. a quotient • 
? P 
(1.21) J u2(x)h(x)w(x)dx : j u2(x) iv(x) dx, 
a 1 a 
where iv(x) is a given weight function and h{x) a given polynomial; u(x) 
is an arbitrary polynomial of given degree whose coefficients vary through 
all real values not all zero8). 
In the cases bt and bs we shall have h(x) — x. This is the ' so called 
'problem of the centroid', first treated by Tchebychev. 
5) Compare (6.6). 
6) Actually, we shall have either <* = — 1, p = 1 or a = 0, /? = 1. 
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Its solution is as follows: [Cf. 4, Theorem 7. 72. 1, p. 183; we follow 
(apart from slight changes) the notation of 4.] 
Let w(x) be a given weight function over <«, /?> and the pk(x) be the 
or t honor mat polynomials associated with it. Let / ( x ) run through all polyno-
mials of given degree N and non-negative in (cc, f>Finally, let M and M_ 
be the maximum and minimum of the quotient 
0 ' • 
(1.22) J7(x)xw(x)rfx : [ / ( x ) w(x)dx. 
« •« 
If N=2m, then M_is the greatest and M is the least zero o /p m + 1 (x) . If 
N = 2m +1, then M is the greatest zero of pm+i(a)pm+5(x) pm+i (a)p m + 2 (X), 
and M is the least zero of pm+.AP)pm+1(x)—pm+1(P)pm+2(x).. 
We note that extremum problems of our type are normally treated by 
the Gauss-Jacobi method of mechanical quadrature. We use instead, in.§§ 6 
and 7, certain formal identities for orthogonal polynomials associated with 
w(x) and h(x) vv(x). 
§ 2. The maximum of S($). 
1. First, let n be odd, so that the degree N=n — 1 of P.(x), in (1. 13), 
is even. B y ( l . l l ) e , w e may assume P = A2orP = (\—x2)B2. The maximum 
of S{&) is then the greater of the two maxima obtained in each case. 
(i) Let P = A2 and A(x)=Z cckUk(x), where /? = —(« —1). Since the ' ' 0 <£ 
j/^ Uk are orthonormal with weight (1—x2)1/2, we have, by (1.16), 
i 
(2.1) ^ = [ A 2 ( x ) ( l - x 2 ) V = i / x = 2 ' . « i = l . 
Hence, by CAUCHY'S inequality, 
(2 2) _ 2 ^ ( S i n ( A : + 1 ) ^ T — z 1 —.cos2(£+ 1)# 
1 
sin $ ) ' i f 2sin2 
/2 + 1 , 1 • sin(n + 2 ) # 
2 s in# 2sm2d-
so that by (1. 12) 
(2.3) s ( ^ ) . < _ J _ _ { ( n + 2 ) s i n » - s i n ( n + 2)^}, 
which is the first inequality (0. 6)0, 
Clearly, equality in (2. 2) and hence in (2. 3) can. be attained. 
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h . 
(ii) Let P—(\—x2)B2 and £ ( * ) = 2 PkVk(x) where h = 4 r ( n - 3 ) . 
o 2 
Then, by (1.18), 
(2 .4) ¿, = - | J f i 2 ( x ) ( l — x2yi*dx = 4 £ - Pi 
(Ar-h 1) <Ar + 3> " 
-i 
Hence 
(2 .5) B2(x) -Z(k+l)(k + 3) (*+ 1 )(*+3) V!(x) 
which is equivalent to the second inequality (0. 6)0 . 
2. If n is even we have the two cases P(x) = (1 + x) C2(x). It suffices 
to consider the case of the factor 1 — x, the two cases changing into each 
other on replacing x by — x, that is & by n— 
h 1 • 
Putting C(x) = > ykWk(x), where /z = — ( n — 2),.we have, by (I . 20), 0 ^ 
1 
(2. 6) 6, = | f .C 2 (x) (1 (1 - x 2 ) * rfx = 2 | { k + ] * k + 2 ) = 1 -
Hence 
(2 .7) . C » ( x ) ^ 4 - 2 ( A r + l ) ( A : + , 2 ) H ^ ( x ) f 
. 0 
which is equivalent to the first inequality (0. 6)e . The second is obtained on 
changing 9- into n—9. 
§ 3. The extrema of bn and b„_t. 
1. Let n be odd. Again we have two cases': 
'< | 
(i) Let P (x ) = .42(x) where A{x) = ^ akUk{x) and A = - T ( n - l ) . B y 
u £ 
(1. 14), P(x)=fdt,22''x2/' + . . . Hence, using (1. 15) and (1. 16), 
•i . I 
(3. 1) b, = ^ . J p ( x ) ( / , ; , (x ) ( l - x - ) ' ' V x = ™ a* 2 " j x " £/„(*) (1 -x'T-dx^ 
= — a lT"n2- < i h + l ) = 1, 
by (2. 1). Also ¿?„^0. 
' 1 
. ( i i )LetP(x) = ( r - x 2 ) 5 2 ( x ) = ( i - x 2 ) j 2 A ^ W [ where h ~ ( n - 3). 
Then, by (1. 17), 
22"i+2) 
(3-2) = 
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Hence, as in (3. 1), since n —1 = 2/2 + 2, -
7 T f t ( / î + 3)2 . (/2 + 3)2 = (/2 + 3)2 n + 3 ' 
by (2. 4). Also b„^0. This establishes (0. 12), when n is odd. 
2. If n is even, we may take ' 
\ h i2 1 
P (x ) = ( l - x ) C 2 ( ; t ) = ( l - x ) j Z r M x ) ^ where 7z = y ( n - 2 ) . 
By (1.19), " 
(3 .4) ' = + 
and we find, as above, using (2. 6), 
ur"{h + 2 r n 2 - (h + (/2 + 2)2 .11 + 2' 
which establishés (0. 12), when n is even. 
3. For we may assume that n is odd, since for even n the case 
reduces, by (1.4), to that of the last coefficient. Again, we have our two 
cases. 
. (i) We take 
P(x) = [ Z ,Ut{x) ) = (a„2"x" + a ^ ^ x ' ^ + .. .)«= 
(3 .6) Vo . ; 
= + + .; h = \ { n - \ ) . • 
Hence, by (1. 16) and (2. j), 
i 
= ~ fP(x) U^(x) ( 1-xy-dx = 
(3 .7 ) " J • 
(ii) We take 
" 2h+'2 2h+1 
(3 .8) 
P(X) = ( i _ x 2 ) I Z A Vk(x) I = ( 1 - x 2 ) * v'' 
•0 h + 3 1 /2 + 2 
02(/,+2) 92(;,+2)io /J „; o ^ ,32v2>i+2 - .Hhfh-i „2/.+1 I . U " ° - — x2,'+  + . . . ; h 
(/2 + 3)2 . (/2 + 3) (/2 + 2)" 
Hence, by (2.4), 
2 ff^ft,, . _ 2 ; • 8 A A - . ^ 
(3 9) ^ ( / 2 + 3 ) ( / 2 + 2 ) ' (¿ + 3)(A + 2) = 
> _ 4 + > _ 4 fl-1 , fii :— 1. L/2(/2 + 2) ' ( . / ,+ l)(A + 3)J 
This completes the proof of (0. 11) when n is odd. When n is even, 
(0. 11) follows froni the first formula (0. 12) on replacing n by n— 1. 
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§ 4. The extrema for b»_. 
By (1. 2), it suffices-to determine 5(2,/z). Since U1(x) = 2x we have 
i i 
(4.1) bi:b1^2\xP(x)(\—x*yi>dx:\p(x)(]-x*y">dx, 
-'i . -ï 
which is a special case of the problem of the centroid (1 .2 : ) . If n is odd, 
P=n — 1 is even, and 5(2 , n) is twice the greatest zero of 
ti 4- 3 n 
s i n -^ - t f • _ • . 2 n 
• ¿/„+] (x) = — r \ - , i. e. 5 (2 , n) = 2cos — - . — sin v n + 3 
If n is even, then 5(2 , n) = 2cos5-0, where x0 = cos#0 is the greatest root of 
(4.2) ( / ; « ( - I ) {/¿(x) - i / . ( - 1 ) t / . + i W = 0, 
2 2 2 2 
which is equivalent to (0. 8). 
§ 5. The extrema for b3. 
By (1.3) and (1.4) we may assume that n is odd and that P(x) — Q(x2) 
. 1 
where Q==n' = — (u—1). Since U2{x) = 4 x 2 — i we have. 
i i 
(5. 1) b3:b,= f ( 4 f — l ) Q ( f ) ( l - t^'t'V'dt: f Q(t) (1 - t)*t-*dt=>4T— 1, 
0 o 
say. Thus our problem is again a special case of the problem of the centroid. 
Now the pk{t) U i k { f t ) are, plainly, orthogonal polynomials over 
<0, 1> associated with the weight function (1 — ty'H1!*. 
If n' = 2m, then pm+i(t) = £/„-+2(fÔ and hence 
(5.2) Max 7 = cos2 Min r = c o s 2 ( - J ^ ± 2 . ) = s i n « ^ ^ , 
(5.3) 5 ( 3 , « ) = I + 2 c o s - ^ ~ , 5 ( 3 , « ) = 1 ^ c o s - ^ - y . 
If n ' 2 m + 1, we need the greatest zero of 
(5 4) Uim+<(0)Uim+i{Yt-)-Uim+i{0)U*.+*(Vt) = 
_ m+2 sin(2m + 3 ) # + sin(2m + 5 )# _ _ ' V)1+22sin(3ffl + 4 ) # c o s # 
sin d — 1 l ) s i n£ 
where / = cos2#, which leads to the right half of (0. 9) 0 ; the least zero of 
(5. 5) ' i/2„1+4(l) Uim+i Oft) — Uim+i( 1) Uim+i ( f t ) = 
_ . ( 2 m + 5)sin(2m + 3 ) ^ — ( 2 m + 3)sin(2m + 5 ) ^ 
sin,*> . 
similarly gives the left half of (0. 9)0 . 
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§ 6. Identities involving orthogonal p.olynomials 
I. Let w(x) be a weight function over <«, /?>, and let t h e p m ( x ) = kmxm+..., 
where km > 0, be the associated orthonormal polynomials. We introduce the 
moments 
( 6 . 1 ) cm=\x'Hw{x)dx 
a 
The determinants Dm = [c^+J"' are then positive, and we have, for m > l,7) 
pm{x) = (Dm_xD,;y* [cv+,tx -c„+,+.I""1, 
K = £>„~V', km = (Dm.]/D,„)v\ Dm = (k^ .. . k,,,)-2. 
(6. 2) 
(6. 3) 
We wish to generalise these formulae. 
2. Let «i, « 2 , . . . , a, be real or complex constants chosen so that the 
polynomial 
(6 .4) u (x) = ( « ! — x ) ( « 2 — x ) ... («, — x) 
is real and noii-negative in <«,/?>. This will be, for instance, the case when 
the are sufficiently large positive. We assume, moreover, that the deter-
minants 
P,Ml) Pm + liai) • • • pm + l-l(«l) 
A.. ("2) Pm + \{a2) • • • Pm + r-l(a?) (6 .5) ^ /72 = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , yv, 
• PJai) A „ + i K ) • • • P„,+i-\(ai) 
are positive. Then the orthonormal polynomials qm{x) associated with the 
weight function u(x)w(x) over <«,/?> are, for n=0, 1., 2 , . . . , A/ —1, given 
by the formula 
P„,(x) Pm+\'x) • • • Pm+i(x) 
( 6 . 6 ) ¿¿(x)<7„,(x) = — • • 
^.m + l m m + lv 
A»(«/) A» + l ( " / ) • • • Pm + l(al) 
For the proof cf. 4, Theorem 2 .5 , pp. 28—29, where the orthogonality of 
these polynomials is shown. As for the normalisation we note that the highest, 
term of qm{x).is \ k m k m ^ ( J J z l x m + . , ., and'-that 




(6. , x = j'l 
Y 4 '/2 
1/2 
x m w ( x ) c f x = l . 
') Cf. 4, (2.2 9), p. 26. 
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3: Let h(x) be a given polynomial with real coefficients. We want to 
determine the extrema of the quotient 
(6. 9) j./2(x) f~(x) dx : j f-(x) dx, 
a a 
where the coefficients of the,polynomial f(x), of degree m, take arbitrary 
real v a l u e s ' H 0 , ' « j , . . . , um not all zero. These maxima and minima are then 
characterised as the greatest and least zeros of the discriminant //,„((?) of the 
quadratic form (in the u¡¡) 
? 
(6.10) J (h (X) - e ) [ « o + + . . . + "„ x™Y w (x)dx. 
• a 
In order to compute //„,(?) we choose first the real numbers e and Q so that 
u(x) = s(h(x;) — (>) satisfies the above conditions. The highest coefficient of 
u{x)' in (6.4) has to ' be (—1)', so that e depends only on the highest 
coefficient of h. By (6.3) , 
(6.11) e - ( ^ ) H j Q ) = { K K . . . k ' m y \ 
where is the highest coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial q{(t) asso-
ciated with the weight function u{x)w{x). By (6 .6) 
(6.12) • ^ M M i + < ) v ' ( 4 M + 1 ) 1 / 2 ' 
so that 
(6. 13) = (knk,... W<+i .... k!+J~> 4„+1Mo-
The quotient Am+llzl0 is a symmetric polynomial in a u a 2 , . . . , a, which are 
the roots of h(x) — Ql Hence it is a polynomial of degree m+ 1 in q, and 
the equation (6. 13) is an identity in g. The greatest and least' zeros of the 
polynomial .¿/„,+1/J0 in Q yield the extrema in question. 
4. The two sirhplest'cases are / = 1 and 1=2 (compare (6 .5)) . If / = 1 , 
we have 
(6.14) = 
If / = 2, then . 
( 6 " 1 5 ) K k ^ - a , ) — — 
where Km is the 'kernel function' [cf. 4, (3 .2 .3 ) , p. 42]. 
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§ 7. The coefficients bi and b6. 
(7- 2 ) 
1. In the case we have 
i i • 
(7.1) bi:b1 = jp(x)U3(x)(l— x2y*dx : | p ( x ) ( l — x-f'dx. 
By (1.2), it suffices to consider 5(4 , n) in each of the cases 
P(x) = A\ P(x) = (1 —x 2 ) B2 (n odd ; . 
P(x) = ' ( l ± x ) C 8 ' (n even). 
Now U3(x) — 8xa—4x, so that, on using the method o f ' § 6, we are in the 
case 1 — 3, and we have to solve the equation Am+1/J0 = 0; that is an equation 
of the form 
> , » + I ( « I ) | A 1 1 + 2 - « I ) A . . + S ( " I ) 
Pm + l f a ) Pm + i f a ) A.+sO^) = 0 , ' 
A » + I ( " S ) P,„+ii.u?,) A,.+»,(«:;) 
where the a2, «3 are the roots of t/3(x) — e = 0 ; m = (n — 1), — 3), 
-^-(n—2), respectively; and the polynomials pk(x) are. associated with the 
weights (1— x2)1'2, (1— x2)3!*, ( l + x ) ( l — x* )•''», respectively. 
If we denote the maximal Q by f/3(£) where —1 then 
(7.4) U3(X)-Q = (X-^)(8X2 + 8XL + 8C2-4), 
so that ceu a2 l a3 have the values 
(7. 3) 1 
(«1 «2 ) (a2 — «3 ) (»3 «l) 
(7.5) 
Inserting these values in (7.3) we obtain an equation in 
2. The case. b5 is in some respect even simpler. Here we may assume 
• i 
n odd and P(x) = Q(x2) where Q = n' = — (n— 1) (compare § 5). 
Since t / 4 ( x ) = 1 6 x 4 — 1 2 x 2 + l we have 
j I 
(7. 6) . ¿>4: 61==' j Q ( f ) (16i 2— \2t +'1) (1 —tyi^dt: J Q ( f ) (1 - t y ^ d t . 
Now putting s = 2t— 1, Q(t) becomes a polynomial Q*(s) non-negative in 
<—1,1>. Applying the theorem of LUKACS , we find that we may restrict 
Q(t) to the subclasses 
,42(0, t(\—t)B2{t) (n' even); 
tC2(t), (\-t)D2(t) (n' odd). . 
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w h e r e the pk(t) are a s soc i a t ed with the w e i g h t s (1 — ty^t'1*, (1 — ty^t'1-, 
• 1 1 1 
(1 /) '/,/ ' / , , ( i - t f ' - t S respec t ive ly ; a n d m b e i n g y « ' , y ( « ' — 2 ) , y ( « ' — 1), 
respect ively. Also a n d a 2 a r e the roo t s of 16 / 2 — 1 2 f + 1 — q . Hence , pu t t i ng 
. . . 2 
Q = 16F2 — 121 —J— 1, t hese roots a re T a n d — T , SO tha t ( 7 . 8 ) b e c o m e s 
(7 . 9) 
o r / C 
' 3 
T, 




A„ + 2(T) 
3 
= 0, 
t = 0 [ compare (6. 15)]. 
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